
Work From Home

Name ____________________________________

Reading

• Read a just-right fiction book for at least 15 minutes
• Complete the reading response question below
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Day 4

Grammar

• A plural noun names more than one.
• Make each noun below plural.

dog à __________       box à __________

iPad à __________     book à __________

car à __________   pencil à __________

glass à __________     boy à __________

Writing

What do you like best about your 
home and why?

• Complete Day 4 of the writing page, 
revise and edit.

• Review the paragraph that you wrote. 
Correct any errors that you find.
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Title ________________________________________________________

Author ______________________________               Minutes read _______

If you could only use one word to describe
the main character, what would it be?

List two reasons why you chose that trait.

1. __________________________________________________________

2. __________________________________________________________

It is so important, especially at this 
different time, to be thankful for 

what we have. What are you most
thankful for today? Write a 

paragraph with a topic sentence, 3
supporting sentences, and a

conclusion sentence explaining what
you’re thankful for today. J
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math

• Solve the word problem below. Show your work and include a label with your answer.

• Solve the addition problems.

8 + 7 =                    8 + 9 =                    8 + 8 =                    8 + 3 =

8 + 5 =                    8 + 6 =                    8 + 2 =                    8 + 4 =
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Social Studies

• Go to BrainPOP Jr. (https://jr.brainpop.com) and search for U.S. Symbols.

• Re-watch the video. 

• Define the word monument: ___________________________________________________

• Take the hard quiz. Write down your score: _____________

just for fun

• Find a kid’s exercise video online (ask first!) Do it! See if your family wants to join in.

• What exercises did you do? __________________________________________________

Angela and her dad baked 36 chocolate chip cookies. Her family ate 9 of them after 
dinner. How many cookies are left?

Answer: 

Watch the video.

Watch the Mystery Doug lesson about hand sanitizer! (https://mysteryscience.com/mini-
lessons/germs-sanitizer?code=784b83e7ea71d0afe27ecc586e555525)
Answer the question, how does sanitizer kill germs?
Additional, optional activity to show the importance of washing your hands:
• Fill a small bowl with water and sprinkle pepper on top. The pepper represents germs.
• Dip your finger in the pepper water. What happens when you pull your finger out?
• Now, dip a different finger in dish soap, and then dip that soap-covered finger in the 

pepper water. What happens to the water? What happens when you pull the finger out?

Science

Go for a nature walk around your neighborhood. Observe… how many trees are in bloom
now that Spring is underway? What animals do you notice out and about? What are the sights, 
sounds, and smells of Spring you notice in your neighborhood?
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Use expanded form or hundreds, tens, and ones to solve!

https://mysteryscience.com/mini-lessons/germs-sanitizer?code=784b83e7ea71d0afe27ecc586e555525

